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Why do people say, “Yes”?

Asking “how” leads to information; asking “why” leads to 
wisdom. Yet marketers are all too busy asking how: How do I 
improve conversion? How do I drive more visits? How do I meet 
my numbers? We are so busy asking “how” that we have no time 
to ask “why.” Indeed, we are so busy “trying” that we have no 
time to reflect.

• - From The Marketing As Philosophy by Flint  
McGlaughlin, Managing Director, MECLABS Institute
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• 25 years of wide-ranging B2B lead generation experience

• Speaker at MarketingSherpa, DMA, AMA and other events

• Author and co-author of numerous white papers, blog posts, articles 
and a book, The B2B Refinery®, covering sales and marketing 
alignment, funnel optimization, lead scoring, lead nurturing, tele-
prospecting and high-velocity database marketing



About MECLABS Institute

MECLABS is a research institute focused on 

discovering what really works in marketing. 

We conduct real-world experiments with 

companies around the world to 

understand why people say “yes.” 

Our scientific approach provides the basis 

for education and training resources that 

help create exceptional, customer-centric 

marketing organizations.



This is a Text Slide.  Insert Headline Here.

Let’s start with a case study.



Background

Research Notes:

Background: B2C company running multichannel marketing campaigns.

Goal: Drive traffic from physical mail campaigns to the site.

Primary Research Question: Which homepage will produce the greatest lead 

capture rate?

Approach: A/B split test


Company: Ecoline Windows



Problem

The direct-mail piece was not translating to lead 
generation on the website.



Control: Headline

Direct Mail 
Landing Page



Treatment: Headline

Direct Mail 
Landing Page



Results

The landing page with the same headline as the direct-mail piece 

generated a 104% relative increase in lead capture.
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Lead Capture 
Rate

Home page

104% Relative Increase
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It’s not the channel. 
It’s the message.



How do I choose 
channels and messages? 



How do I choose channels 
and messages?

What 
information do 
customers need to 
make a conversion or 
purchase decision?



Where and how do they want to receive that 
information?

Where 
and how do 
they want to 
receive that 
information?



GETTING TO KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS



If I only had __________, my marketing efforts would be substantially more effective. 

What marketers want from Oz

Advanced customer behavior analysis (37%)
Complete quantitative understanding of the entire 

marketing and purchase cycle (36%)
Predictive analytics (33%)

Competitive trends insights (30%)

Customer sentiment/voice of customer (27%)

Visibility info pipeline (funnel) performance (26%)

Cross-channel view of results (24%)

Social media and Web 2.0 measurement (24%)
A/B and multivariate testing (21%)

Integration of online and offline data (29%)

Lifetime value measurement (24%)

Real-time reporting (18%)

Custom report creation (16%)

MarketingSherpa 
Marketing Analytics 
Benchmark Study
2012 N = 1,131
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Visibility



Need a moment?



Need a moment?

Massive information 
presented equally 
assaults the mind.



Big data is all the rage.  
But have we mastered little data?



Simplify your perspective

1. When you focus on the “why so,” all 
analytics can be organized into four 
categories.

2. Each analytics category reveals a 
different aspect of the visitor’s story.

3. Different perspectives (categories) can 
be combined to create a single 
understanding of the person that 
encounters our messaging.

Source

Result

Amount

Nature



Source: the who

If you want to know where 
people are coming from.

These analytics often give clues 
to the motivation of your visitors 
and allow you to understand 
how many different types of 
visitors are viewing the same 
message.

i.e., the kind of experience or 
content the visitor is 
expecting

Common Metrics

Referrers

Search Terms

Countries and Languages

Top Landing Pages



Result: the what

If you want to know what 
people do once they get to a 
page.

These analytics are like mile 
markers on your highway to 
conversion.

What markers must people 
take to get to the end of the 
road? 
At what markers do people 
get off the highway or get 
off track?

Common Metrics

Conversions/Purchases

Clicks

Next Pages

Downloads



Amount: where and when

Common Metrics

Pageviews, Visits

Visitors

Impressions

Total Revenue

If you want to know the amount 
in each part of your process 
(including the purchase 
category).



Nature: the why

If you want to know what people 
are experiencing (or selecting) 
while viewing your messaging.

Use this group of analytics to find 
big problems and disconnects 
people may be experiencing in your 
messaging or experience. 

Common Metrics

Event, Eye Tracking

Clicks per Page

Time on Page

Transaction Details



Analytics pyramid

Not all analytics categories are created equal.



What have we discovered?

The analytics (or clues) that are more 
telling for creating effective 
messaging are at the bottom, and the 
metrics that need less are at the top.

Like the old food 
pyramid



Analytics usage for message creation
Which of the following do you routinely use to create different message types?  

Source: ©2012 MarketingSherpa Marketing Analytics Benchmark Survey 
Methodology: Fielded November 2012, N= 602

Keyword

Website activity

Performance or previous message

Purchase history

Referral channel

Location

Device

Comprehensive testing strategy

Other

New vs. returning visitor

Date of last visit

SOURCE
NATURE

SOURCE
NATURE
SOURCE
SOURCE

SOURCE

RESULT

RESULT



Maximizing your ROI

The Key: The more you combine and utilize source and 
nature-based analytics, the better performance potential 
you’ll have with your messaging.



Analytics Pyramid Examples

Example 1: Messaging that doesn’t take source analytics into 
consideration is a message that has no clear target.

Example 2: If you see a great amount of visitors 
that show a common result (like leaving the 
critical path in a certain direction), then you may 
have found a major disconnect with the 
messaging.

You still need more information to know what 
causes it.



QUESTIONS?



Thank you!

J. David Green
Director, Strategic Accounts
904.415.0853
Dave.Green@MECLABS.com
www.linkedin.com/in/davegreenmeclabsinstitute/
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